### Angle Park

**Thursday 3rd October 2019**

**Weather Condition:** Fine  
**Track Condition:** Good

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stewards</th>
<th>M Fernholz, J Evans, J Jones, M Herrmann, S Volbrecht, C Bartlett.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Surgeon</td>
<td>Dr G Moore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Race 1  
**G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS STAKE**  
515m  Grade 6

- On the first turn CUDDLES LEE moved out checking CAWBOURNE CLINT forcing CAWBOURNE CLINT to check around the heels of WEBLEC NIC then move out and check CITY LIMIT SIGN causing CITY LIMIT SIGN to race wide. Turning off the back straight SUPERSTAR CHASE and DIAMOND LEE bumped.

#### Race 2  
**G-SIX SKY RACING MAIDEN STAKE**  
515m  Maiden

- SPRINGVALE ANNA was slow to begin. On the first turn SPRINGVALE ANNA moved down checking ACKA JET. There were no further racing incidents to report.

#### Race 3  
**2019 TAB ADELAIDE CUP (G1) HEAT 1**  
515m  Open

- Swab samples were taken from first and second placegetters WHISKEY RIOT and HE’S FOR ME.  
- On the first turn IT’S A RIOT ran on the heels of FLY FOR FUN, then AXEL FOOTLUCE moved out checking IT’S A RIOT. On the turn into the back straight AXEL FOOTLUCE moved out checking IT’S A RIOT. On the turn off the back straight IT’S A RIOT made contact with the running rail.  
- IT’S A RIOT was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 14 DAYS.

#### Race 4  
**2019 TAB ADELAIDE CUP (G1) HEAT 2**  
515m  Open

- Swab samples were taken from first and second placegetters SENNACHIE and DIAMOND HEART.  
- On the first turn SENNACHIE and DIAMOND HEART bumped then SPEARHEAD moved out checking FANTASTIC YANKEE, KISSES FOR CLODA and JACK GET BACK.

#### Race 5  
**2019 TAB ADELAIDE CUP (G1) HEAT 3**  
515m  Open

- Swab samples were taken from first and second placegetters WEBLEC KING and SEAL THE DEAL.  
- On the first turn ROAD TRAVELLED moved down checking SEAL THE DEAL and SPRING CUERVO causing SPRING CUERVO to make contact with the running rail. Shortly after GEMTREE DYNAMO ran on the heels of and dragged down ROAD TRAVELLED which moved out checking CRASH BANDICOOT and WINSOME MONEY as a result.  
- SPRING CUERVO was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.  
- ROAD TRAVELLED was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

#### Race 6  
**2019 TAB ADELAIDE CUP (G1) HEAT 4**  
515m  Open

- Swab samples were taken from first and second placegetters FERNANDO’S RIOT and OAKVALE BEAUTY. Shortly after the start STEINBRENNER moved down checking PANHANDLE SLIM, OAKVALE BEAUTY and SONGS AND STORIES. On the first turn PANHANDLE SLIM moved down causing SONGS AND STORIES to make contact with the running rail. Turning into the back straight SONGS AND STORIES raced wide and eased appearing injured.  
- SONGS AND STORIES was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 42 DAYS.  
- PANHANDLE SLIM was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 14 DAYS.

#### Race 7  
**2019 TAB ADELAIDE CUP (G1) HEAT 5**  
515m  Open

- Swab samples were taken from first and second placegetters SPRING BRIDGE and CAWBOURNE TERRY. OAKVALE WARRIOR was slow to begin. Turning into the home straight CHIEF FERNANDO checked around the heels of ALICANTE BOUCHET then moved out checking CAWBOURNE TERRY.

#### Race 8  
**BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES MIXED STAKE**  
515m  Mixed 3/4/5

- There were no racing incidents to report.

#### Race 9  
**MCQUEENS TAVERN FREE FOR ALL**  
731m  FFA

- On the first turn FIVE THIRTY ran onto the heels of YOU DEE ELLE. There were no further racing incidents to report.  
- YOU DEE ELLE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.
Race 10  COFFEX COFFEE MIXED STAKE  600m  Mixed 3/4/5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner WHATA KEY.
-On the first turn ACE ALLEN and LOSE YOUR BLUES bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 11  G-SIX YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS STAKE  515m  Grade 6
-Along the back straight NERO SHIRAZ moved out checking KEEPING BUSY. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 12  G-SIX CASH UP YOUR CLUB @ GRSA STAKE  515m  Grade 5
-On the first turn KINATE moved down causing RESOLUTE LEE to make contact with the running rail then RESOLUTE LEE moved out checking RIP THE BANDAID.
-RESOLUTE LEE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

### SUMMARY

| LATE SCRATCHINGS | NIL |
| MAIDEN WINNERS | SPRINGVALE ISSY (R2) |
| SWAB SAMPLES | WHISKEY RIOT (R3)  
HE’S FOR ME (R3)  
SENNACHIE (R4)  
DIAMOND HEART (R4)  
WEBLEC KING (R5)  
SEAL THE REAL (R5)  
FERNANDO’S RIOT (R6)  
OAKVALE BEAUTY (R6)  
SPRING BRIDGE (R7)  
CAWBOURNE TERRY (R7)  
WHATA KEY (R10) |
| FINES ISSUED | MR. R. BARKLA  
NO CATCHER (GAR 48)  
$20 (PAID) |
| INJURIES (GAR73) | IT’S A RIOT (R3)  
SONGS AND STORIES (R6)  
PANHANDLE SLIM (R8)  
RIGHT HIP SUPPORT SORENESS  
LEFT TRIANGLE MUSCLE INJURY  
SPLIT WEBBING  |

| | 14 DAYS | 42 DAYS | 14 DAYS |